Samson's Stage XPD1 Handheld USB Digital Wireless System brings the convenience of wireless to your digital communications and Samson Portable PAs. With a wireless receiver built into a USB stick and a high-quality handheld dynamic microphone transmitter, the Stage XPD1 Handheld allows you to wirelessly capture stunning audio straight to your Mac/PC and favorite digital audio software. It’s the ideal wireless system for podcasting, YouTube performances, karaoke video games, voice over projects and much more.

The included HXD1 Handheld Transmitter features a high-quality dynamic mic capsule designed to provide exceptional sound reproduction for spoken word presentations, as well as singing applications. The Stage XPD1 Handheld offers over 100’ of wireless range (environment dependent), operating in the license-free 2.4GHz frequency band, which is free from interference caused by television stations and other white space broadcast devices. The RXD1 Wireless Receiver is USB powered and features plug-and-play operation with no driver installation required. Simply connect the RXD1 directly to your computer via USB and start working with your favorite DAWs, VoIP communication software and applications for speech-to-text dictation. It’s also compatible with iPads and iPhones (4S and later) using Apple’s Lightning USB Camera Adapter or Camera Connection Kit (30-pin).

In addition to computer applications, the Stage XPD1 Handheld can be paired with Samson’s battery-powered Expedition XP106 PA, as well as the larger Expedition XP800 and XP1000 systems, for complete wireless capability in a variety of live applications, including outdoor events, fitness classes, guided tours and more.

**FEATURES**
- 2.4GHz digital wireless system
- Wireless receiver built into a USB stick
- Handheld dynamic microphone transmitter
- Easy pairing for fast set up
- 100’ operating range (environment dependent)
- Ideal for podcasting, karaoke video games, voice over projects and more
- Record wirelessly to your favorite DAW or voice recognition software on your Mac/PC
- Transmitter operates on two AA batteries (not included)
- *Compatible with Samson Expedition Series Portable PAs (XP106, XP800, XP1000)*

**STAGE XPD1 HANDHELD**

**UPC**..........................809164213215
**SKU**..........................SWXPD1HQ6
**HEIGHT**......................12”
**WIDTH**.......................4.75”
**DEPTH**.......................2.75”
**WEIGHT**.....................0.95lb
**MASTER CARTON QUANTITY:** 20

* DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHT BOXED